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New slave admin does not replace template user
Posted by TonyGee - 2012/04/04 02:39
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

I'm trying to use the frontend module to create a new slave site. 

The registered user selected in the JMS template is not being updated with the new email address,
username or real name derived from the {new_admin_email} keyword.  

When I check the slave site the database for the user in question has not been updated at all (i.e. the
user details from the template remain the same). 

Can you please look into this issue and let me know if this is a bug? 

I need this resolved rather urgently. 

Thanks and regards.

============================================================================

Re:New slave admin does not replace template user
Posted by TonyGee - 2012/04/05 03:18
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

I just want to be clear about this issue. 

For my requirements, it is actually better that the JMS Template User information is NOT REPLACED
with the new Slave User information.   

The reason it is better for me is because the new site creation module still sends a confirmation email to
the Slave User (using the {new_admin_email} keyword) and this perfectly suits my desired workflow.  

I can then edit the confirmation email to contain a link to REGISTER on the new slave site. If the Slave
User information replaces the JMS Template User then the confirmation email needs to include the new
login information.  

The reason I want the Slave User to REGISTER is so that they can complete the customized Jomsocial
registration process (if they already have a login sent via email then they will bypass this process). 

So in the end I want to know if this is a bug that will be fixed in the system (and therefore when it is fixed
it will break my desired workflow), or is this the actual functionality? 

I hope this makes sense to you. 

Thanks and regards.

============================================================================
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